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At DAVPS NTPC DADRI we understand the importance of 

environment and nature in our life. The greatest threat to our 

planet is the belief that someone else will save it. Students of 

DAVPS NTPC DADRI  contribute towards our nature and be 

the change that you wish to see in the world. On this occasion a 

mass plantation drive is carried out by Officers, Students, 

Teachers and of DAVPS. 

 

 

 

 



 

Ones again it become a proud moment for all of us when the 

Students of DAVPS NTPC DADRI  who scored 97 & 99 in 

Hindi... Class X CBSE Exam (2018) felicitation on inaugural 

day of Hindi Pakhwara by NTPC Dadri 

 

 

 



 

As you know that healthy mind can do wonder and yoga is one 

of the medium which increase our stamina in all the way so 

DAVPS NTPC DADRI started regular yoga classes for its 

students where students practicing  different posture of yoga 

Exercises, Once you understand the grammar of yoga; you can 

write your poetry of movements 

 

 

 

 



 



 

It’s not only students but teachers also need to enhance his/her 

capacity so that they can provide best of his knowledge to their 

students DAVPS NTPC DADRI organized Capacity Building 

programme in Association of DAVCAE New Delhi for the 

teachers of senior secondary classes on 27 & 28 June 2018 .  

 

 

 



 

To aware the importance of plant in our life and to cultivate a 

soft sensation towards our environment Students of DAVPS 

NTPC DADRI  adopted saplings presented by forest 

department. We would like to convey our Special thanks to Mr. 

Arvind Mishra from forest department for giving valuable 

message to today’s generation.  

 

 

 



On the auspicious occasion of Independence Day To ensure 

what our freedom fighters thought of providing to the 

generations to come, and to celebrate the idea that they thought 

of making sure we breathe in fresh air with full freedom, 

DAVPS NTPC Dadri observed Green Drive, that facilitated the 

plantation of tree saplings in order to promote a healthy and 

prosperous India.  

 

 



 

On the auspicious occasion of Independence Day Students of 

DAVPS NTPC DADRI performed various activities and 

celebrate this moment with joy and happiness. 

 



 

To promote healthy competition and to encourage the student to 

show hidden talents DAVPS NTPC DADRI Organized Inter-

House Fruit Decoration Competition for class I-VI  

 

 

 

 



 

To promote healthy competition and to encourage the student to 

show hidden talents DAVPS NTPC DADRI Organized Inter-

House Sufi Qawwali competition for the  classes V-VIII & IX-

XII on 23 Aug 2018.  

 

 



 

(Making a difference by doing different) 

Rakshabandhan Promise  of safeguarding. Students of DAVPS 

NTPC DADRI Planting tree ensuring safety of environment and 

Earth and celebrating Rakshabandhan with a unique idea.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

You can Contact us: 

 

 
D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL 
NTPC,VIDYUT NAGAR, DADRI(UP) 

(A Co-Educational Sr. Secondary School affiliated with CBSE, New Delhi, No.2130253 
 

Managed by NTPC,Dadari Project & D.A.V. College Managing Committee,New Delhi 
NTPC Township,Vidyut Nagar, Dadri,Distt. Gautam Budh Nagar-201008(UP) 

Tel. 0120-2671304,2805830,2805831(O)  
Fax 0120-2672765® 2672767 

Email:- davps.ntpc@gmail.com  
Website:www.davntpc@webs.com 
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